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Welcome to the dangerous and challenging world of bomb defusing.

Study this manual carefully; you are the expert. In these pages you will find

everything you need to know to defuse even the most insidious of bombs.

And remember — One small oversight and it could all be over!
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Defusing Bombs

A bomb will explode when its countdown timer reaches 0:00 or when too many strikes have been 
recorded. The only way to defuse a bomb is to disarm all of its modules before its countdown timer 
expires.

Example Bomb

Modules

Each bomb will include up to 5 modules that must be disarmed. Each module is discrete and can 
be disarmed in any order.

Instructions for disarming modules player 2 modules are found in the Needy Modules section.

Strikes

When the Defuser makes a mistake the bomb will record a strike which will be 
displayed on the indicator above the countdown timer. Bombs with a strike 
indicator will explode upon the third strike. 

Gathering Information

Some disarming instructions will require specific information about the bomb, such as the serial 
number. The serieal number can be found on the top left corner of the LCD.
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Section 1: Modules

Modules must be defused by Player 1. Specific instructions on how to 

defuse the modules can be found below.

 All modules must be disarmed to defuse the bomb.
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On the Subject of Simon Says

This is like one of those toys you played with as a kid where you have to match the

pattern that appears, except this one is a knockoff that was probably purchased at

a dollar store.

1. One of the four colored buttons will flash.

2. Using the correct table below, press the button with the

corresponding color.

3. The original button will flash, followed by another. Repeat this sequence

in order using the color mapping.

4. The sequence will lengthen by one each time you correctly enter a sequence

until the module is disarmed.

If the serial number contains a vowel:

Red

Flash

Blue

Flash

Green

Flash

Yellow

Flash

Button to press:

No Strikes Blue Red Yellow Green

1 Strike Yellow Green Blue Red

2 Strikes Green Red Yellow Blue

If the serial number does not contain a vowel:

Red

Flash

Blue

Flash

Green

Flash

Yellow

Flash

Button to press:

No Strikes Blue Yellow Green Red

1 Strike Red Blue Yellow Green

2 Strikes Yellow Green Blue Red
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*Controls Hint:    During the polling phase, use the colored buttons to respond to the light sequnce.



On the Subject of Memory

Memory is a fragile thing but so is everything else when a bomb goes off, so pay

attention!

Press the correct button to progress the module to the

next stage. Complete all stages to disarm the module.

Pressing an incorrect button will reset the module back

to stage 1.

Button positions are ordered from left to right.

Stage 1:

If the display is 1, press the button in the second position.

If the display is 2, press the button in the second position.

If the display is 3, press the button in the third position.

If the display is 4, press the button in the fourth position.

Stage 2:

If the display is 1, press the button labeled "4".

If the display is 2, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 1.

If the display is 3, press the button in the first position.

If the display is 4, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 1.

Stage 3:

If the display is 1, press the button with the same label you pressed in stage 2.

If the display is 2, press the button with the same label you pressed in stage 1.

If the display is 3, press the button in the third position.

If the display is 4, press the button labeled "4".

Stage 4:

If the display is 1, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 1.

If the display is 2, press the button in the first position.

If the display is 3, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 2.

If the display is 4, press the button in the same position as you pressed in stage 2.
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*Controls Hint: Use the colored buttons to operate this module.



How to Interpret

1. A short flash represents a dot.

2. A long flash represents a dash.

3. There is a long gap between letters.

4. There is a very long gap before the word repeats.

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Q

P

R

S

T

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

On the Subject of Morse Code

An antiquated form of naval communication? What next? At least it's genuine Morse

Code, so pay attention and you might just learn something.

Interpret the signal from the flashing light using the

Morse Code chart to spell one of the words in the table.

The signal will loop, with a long gap between

repetitions.

Once the word is identified, set the corresponding frequency.

If the

word is:

Respond at

frequency:

Cake 35 MHz

Cone 36 MHz

Bake 39 MHz

Make 40 MHz

Toll 45 MHz

Bomb 47MHz

Bowl 50 MHz

Mux 50.3 MHz

Duck 51MHz

Plop 52 MHz

Break 53 MHz

Brick 53.3 MHz

Reap 54 MHz

Fake

55MHzFool

60 MHz

Fart 62 MHz
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*Controls Hint: During the polling phase, use the ADC to choose your frequency.
    When you are ready to lock in your answer, push the green button.



On the Subject of Mazes

This seems to be some kind of maze, probably stolen off of a restaurant placemat.

Find the maze with matching circular markings. 
The defuser must navigate the white light to the red 
triangle using the arrow buttons.

Warning: Do not step on the red squares. You may only travel 
on the blue ones.
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*Controls Hint: Use the joystick to navigate the light through the maze.



On the Subject of Passwords

Fortunately this password doesn't seem to meet standard government security

requirements: 22 characters, mixed case, numbers in random order without any

palindromes above length 3.

The buttons above and below each letter will cycle

through the possibilities for that position.

Only one combination of the available letters will

match a password below.

Press the submit button once the correct word has been set.

about after again below could

every first found great house

large learn never other place

plant point right small sound

spell still study their there

these thing think three water

where which world would write
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*Controls Hint: Select your password by using the using the joystick to move the arrow.
    When you are ready to lock in your answer, push the green button.



Section 2: Needy Modules

Needy modules cannot be disarmed, but pose a recurrent hazard.

Needy modules can only be disarmed by Player 2. Once activated, these 
needy modules must be tended to regularly before their timer expires in 

order to prevent a bomb malfunction.

Stay observant: needy modules may reactivate at any time.
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